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ABSTRACT
Transformations play an important part in both software development and the auto-
matic processing of natural languages. We present three publications rooted in the
multi-disciplinary research of Language Technology and Software Engineering and re-
late their contribution to the literature on syntactical transformations.
Parsing Linear Context-Free Rewriting Systems
The first publication describes four different parsing algorithms for the mildly context-
sensitive grammar formalism Linear Context-Free Rewriting Systems. The algorithms
automatically transform a text into a chart. As a result the parse chart contains the
(possibly partial) analysis of the text according to a grammar with a lower level of ab-
straction than the original text. The uni-directional and endogenous transformations
are described within the framework of parsing as deduction.
Natural Language Generation from Class Diagrams
Using the framework of Model-Driven Architecture we generate natural language from
class diagrams. The transformation is done in two steps. In the first step we transform
the class diagram, defined by Executable and Translatable UML, to grammars specified
by the Grammatical Framework. The grammars are then used to generate the desired
text. Overall, the transformation is uni-directional, automatic and an example of a
reverse engineering translation.
Executable and Translatable UML – How Difficult Can it Be?
Within Model-Driven Architecture there has been substantial research on the trans-
formation from Platform-Independent Models (PIM) into Platform-Specifc Models,
less so on the transformation from Computationally Independent Models (CIM) into
PIMs. This publication reflects on the outcomes of letting novice software developers
transform CIMs specified by UML into PIMs defined in Executable and Translatable
UML.
Conclusion
The three publications show how model transformations can be used within both
Language Technology and Software Engineering to tackle the challenges of natural
language processing and software development.
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1Introduction
1 Introduction
This thesis describes inter-disciplinary research in Language Technology and Software
Engineering. The three included publications have a common theme in describing syn-
tactical model transformations. Before we turn our attention towards transformations
and our own research, we will first say a few words about Language Technology and
Software Engineering.
1.1 Language Technology
The goal of Language Technology is to automatically process natural languages [17].
There are many examples of areas where this is useful: the spell checkers found in
Microsoft Word and OpenOffice; machine translation, as by Google Translate but also
as translation aids for professional translators; and extracting user response on the
latest product release from Internet forums.
The spell checker needs a morphological analyser that can identify words and there
different forms, such as plural forms for nouns, tense for verbs and conjugations for
adjectives. It also needs a lexicon in order to suggest alternative spellings for unrecog-
nised words.
A machine translator needs some kind of grammatical knowledge of the language,
the syntax of the sentences. Questions should terminate with question marks and
Swedish subordinate clauses have a different word order than full sentences. The
machine translator also needs to know how constructs in the source language should
be rendered in the target language.
The Internet is full of forums where customers and users discuss and voice their
opinions about new technology. It is to expensive to employ people to monitor them
all in order to see what is perceived as the pitfalls and benefits of a new release. The
ability to automatically extract this information from free text and summarise it in
predefined forms saves a lot of time and manual work, leading to shorter response times
for updates and bug fixes. This requires a knowledge of the semantics and pragmatics
of language to catch the meaning of each posting.
All these examples build on our possibility to model our own understanding of
languages in a way readable by computers.
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1.2 Software Engineering
Software surrounds us in our daily life. We have software in our cars, our phones,
our cooking utensils and our washing machines. Our financial systems, our electric-
ity distribution and international cargo transports all depend on software. Software
Engineering is a discipline that focuses on how software can be specified, developed,
verified and maintained [44].
Requirement specifications handle the expectations and limitations of software so
that it is applicable and will be accepted by its users. The specifications have to be
implemented into a working system through a development process and then verified
and validated as to meeting the specifications and conditions. Hence testing has to be
a part of Software Engineering. But just getting software to work is not enough, it
is just as important to keep software working. Good software should enable upgrades
and adaptation to changing requirements from users and changes in the contexts of
the software.
1.3 Transformations
A central concept for both Language Technology and Software Engineering is the
transformation. In Language Technology texts are analysed and transformed into
internal representations that enable automatic analysis of the text. Or system-internal
specifications are generated as text to enable more users to access the information.
In Software Engineering transformations bring requirements into systems and enable
existing systems to be updated and replaced.
1.4 Thesis Overview
The focus of the rest of this chapter is on transformations. In section 2 we give a more
detailed account of transformations in the light of Language Technology and Software
Engineering. We then relate the definitions from section 2 to our own research within
the area of transformations in sections 3 to 5. These three sections have a shared
structure; first the research is presented and put into context, then we describe the
involved transformations and finally we give the scientific contribution and impact of
each publication.
The included publications are:
Parsing Linear Context-Free Rewriting Systems A publication written to-
gether with Peter Ljunglo¨f from Computer Science and Engineering at Chalmers
University of Technology and University of Gothenburg. Presented by H˚akan
Burden at the 9th International Workshop of Parsing Technologies, Vancouver,
British Colombia, Canada in 2005 [11].
Natural Language Generation from Class Diagrams This publication was
written together with Rogardt Heldal from Computer Science and Engineering
at Chalmers University of Technology and University of Gothenburg. It was
presented by H˚akan Burden at the 8th MoDELS Workshop on Model-Driven
Engineering, Verification and Validation, Wellington, New Zealand in 2011 [9].
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Executable and Translatable UML – How Difficult Can it Be? This pub-
lication is joint work with Rogardt Heldal, Chalmers University of Technology
and University of Gothenburg, and Toni Siljama¨ki, Ericsson. The publication
was presented by H˚akan Burden at the 18th Asia-Pacific Software Engineering
Conference, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam in 2011 [10].
Reprints of the publications themselves are found in respective chapters. The inten-
tion is that the introductory sections in this chapter shall give some more background
knowledge to each publication, without repeating what already is included in the pub-
lications themselves. As an example of the disposition, the grammar formalism Linear
Context-Free Rewriting Systems (LCFRS) is defined in the publication and therefore
the definition is not repeated in section 3, of the present chapter. Instead section 3
motivates the usage of LCFRS from a linguistic point of view. An exception from this
setup is found in section 5 where we do not repeat the relevant concepts of software
modelling that already have been introduced in section 4.
2 Transformations and Translations
Kleppe et al. [20] describe a transformation as a set of transformation rules that
define how one or more constructs in the source language is mapped into one or more
constructs of the target language. Mens and Van Gorp [31] suggest an addition to
this definition in that transformations can have several input and output models. The
definition given by Mellor et al. [30] supports this definition but they also stress that
there has to be an algorithm for how to apply the transformation rules. In order to
return syntactically valid models the transformation rules are defined in accordance
to the grammar specifying the models [6, 30, 31], often referred to as the metamodel
[33, 30]. In this way the transformations are not model-specific but apply to all models
that conform to the same metamodel and are therefore reusable [30].
Mens and Van Gorp also state that a model transformation has two dimensions: a
transformation between a source and a target language that share the same metamodel
is endogenous, if the source and target have different metamodels the transformation
is exogenous. Visser [52] refers to exogenous transformations as translations.
Vauquois [50] comes from a linguistic background and defines a translation as a se-
ries of transformations, see Figure 1. First, the source language is transformed into an
intermediate representation according to the source language specification. The next
step is a transfer from the source language’s intermediate representation to the equiv-
alent intermediate representation of the target language. Finally, the intermediate
representation of the target language is used to generate the target language.
The transfers between the intermediate representations can be done at different
levels. A direct transfer proceeds word-by-word through the source language and
returns the corresponding word forms for the target language, in the same order.
In this case the intermediate representation depends on a bilingual dictionary that
analyses each word and returns the corresponding word for the target language. A
syntactical transfer will use the syntactical knowledge of grammars to render the words
of the target language in the right order. Examples of syntactical transfer rules would
be to reorder the subject-verb-object structure of English to the subject-object-verb
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Interlingua 
Source 
language 
Target 
language 
Syntactic 
transfer 
Direct 
transfer 
Semantic 
transfer 
Figure 1: The Vauquois translation triangle
structure of Japanese or to adapt the noun-adjective order of Italian to the Swedish
adjective-noun. A semantic transfer relies on an interpretation of the meaning of
the source language as intermediate representation. This approach is often used for
idiomatic expressions since their syntactic or direct transfer will often be meaningless
in the target language.
A language specification that is shared by the source and target language is called
an interlingua and eliminates the need for transferring between the intermediate rep-
resentations. An interlingua translation is thus endogenous and not a translation,
according to Visser.
Furthermore a transformation might add or remove information, making the target
more abstract or more concrete than the source [31]. The exogenous transformations
can then be categorised depending on how the translations change the level of abstrac-
tion:
Synthesis A translation from a more abstract source to a more concrete target lan-
guage. The compilation of source code to machine code is a synthesis translation
since a compiler will typically add information about hardware and operating
systems, which does not have to be present in the source code [1, 31].
Reverse Engineering The opposite of synthesis. Source code can be used as a more
concrete source for generating more abstract representations [12]. In this way
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we can generate more abstract descriptions, such as use cases, for a system from
its source code.
Migration Transforms the source language into a target language while preserving
the level of abstraction. Translations of legal text, such as the proceedings of
the European Parliament [21], have different specifications of the source and
target languages while sharing the same level of abstraction. A special case of
migration is when we combine synthesis with reverse engineering to get round
trip engineering [23].
Transformations can be either unidirectional or bidirectional [31, 48]. Furthermore
a transformation can be automatic or manual (also referred to as interactive by Stevens
[48]).
3 Parsing Linear Context-Free Rewriting Systems
Before we describe the relationship between our own research on parsing and trans-
formations in section 3.2 we need to introduce the main concepts, section 3.1. The
contribution and impact of the parsing algorithms are then given in section 3.3.
3.1 Introduction
This publication presents four parsing algorithms for Linear Context-Free Rewriting
Systems (LCFRS, [51]). At the time of publication there were no effective parsing
algorithms available for LCFRS and the equivalent formalism Multiple-Context-Free
Grammars (MCFG, [40]). This was a challenge since we saw an opportunity in using
LCFRS for grammar development in an on-going research project [24, 25].
Linear Context-Free Rewriting Systems (LCFRS) are mildly context-sensitive [16]
and can handle more complicated language structures than Context-Free Grammars
[13]. In LCFRS a category, A, can be seen as returning a set of set of strings w ;
A⇒∗ {{w11 , . . . , w1m}, . . . , {wn1 , . . . , wnm}}
Since a category can yield a set of sets of strings, each individual set can span several
substrings that are not adjacent, thus allowing multiple and crossed agreement as well
as duplication [13, 16].
In Figure 2 there are two example sentences of subclauses with multiple and crossed
agreement. The first sentence is a Swiss German subordinate clause with the corre-
sponding English glosses1 below. The subordinate clause can be translated into English
as ”. . . we let the children help Hans paint the house” [41]. The second example is in
Dutch and translates as ”. . . that Jan saw Piet help Marie teach the children to swim”
[7]. The corresponding English glosses are given below the Dutch words. The arcs
above the words show the dependencies between the nouns and the verbs. In the first
example we get em Hans since ha¨lfe requires the object to have dative case. In the
second example the arcs shows who is doing what, i.e. Jan is seeing and Marie is
1The glosses can be seen as a direct transfer of the source language, see Figure 1.
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. . . mer d’chind em Hans es huus lo¨nd ha¨lfe aastriiche
. . . we the children Hans the house let help paint
. . . dat Jan Piet Marie de kinderen zag helpen leren zwemmen
. . . that Jan Piet Marie the children saw help teach swim
Figure 2: Multiple and crossed agreement in Swiss German and Dutch
teaching. Or in other words, an LCFRS grammar for Dutch can have a category that
returns the set of sets of strings
{{”Jan”, ”saw”}, {”Piet”, ”help”}, {”Marie”, ”teach”}, {”the children”, ”swim”} . . .}
3.2 Transformations
The four parsing algorithms are called Na¨ıve, Approximative, Active and Incremental.
All four parsing algorithms describe translations from text to a parse chart using the
framework of parsing as deduction [42]. The transformation rules are described as
deduction rules, using the grammar specification of LCFRS as our metamodel. The
translation combines the input text with the subset of the grammar that describes the
input into a parse chart. The chart will thus have a more concrete level of abstraction
than the original source text.
3.2.1 Parsing as deduction
The idea behind parsing as deduction [42] is that parsing can be explained by deduction
rules (also known as inference rules). A deduction rule can be written as
Antecedent1
. . .
Antecedentn
Conclusion
{Condition
where the Conclusion is true if the Antecedents are true and the Conditions are fulfilled.
A deduction rule without antecedents is called an axiom. All deductive systems need
one or more axiomatic rule in order to introduce consequences to be used later on as
antecedents.
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Algorithm: Agenda-driven chart parsing
Input: A text and a grammar
Output: Chart
Data structures: Chart, a set of deductions
Agenda, a set of deductions
for all axiomatic deduction rules
deduce all consequences from conditions
for each consequence
if consequence not in chart
add consequence to chart and agenda
while agenda contains consequences
remove trigger from agenda
deduce all consequences from trigger and chart
for each consequence
if consequence not in chart
add consequence to chart and agenda
return chart
Figure 3: An agenda-driven chart parsing algorithm
As an example of parsing as deduction, lets consider a grammar rule for an English
Sentence that consists of a Subject and a Predicate; Sentence → Subject Predicate.
Under the condition of this rule we can deduce that we have a Sentence if there exists
a Subject and a Predicate;
Subject
Predicate
Sentence
{Sentence → Subject Predicate
The deduction algorithm can be implemented in many ways, one being as an
agenda-driven algorithm, see Figure 3. Here the agenda keeps track of all the conse-
quences that have not yet been used for deducing new consequences while we store all
deduced consequences in a chart. Initially the agenda and the chart consist of the set
of consequences deduced from the axiomatic rules.
We then remove one consequence at the time from the agenda, this consequence
is referred to as the trigger and might trigger the deduction of new consequences in
combination with consequences from the chart. The new consequences are added to
both the chart and the agenda. We keep pulling new triggers until the agenda is empty.
Finally, we return the chart that now contains the analysis of the input according to
our grammar.
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3.2.2 Parsing as a Transformation
In the context of Vauquois, Figure 1, parsing is equivalent to a syntactic analysis of
the source language in a translation. Parsing a text is done according to a grammar,
it is not possible to single out one and only one grammar that specifies the text;
there might be many, there might be none and the parse chart will represent different
analyses depending on which grammar that is used. This means that parsing is an
endogenous transformation, a refinement, according to Mens and Van Gorp [31] that
lowers the level of abstraction since the parse chart does not only contain the analysed
parts of the input text with the according analysis, it also tells us what parts of the
input we could not analyse.
3.2.3 Na¨ıve
The Na¨ıve algorithm is implemented in a bottom-up fashion, combining parse items
representing smaller substrings of the text into items representing larger substrings.
This is done by using three transformation rules. The algorithm got its name from
the fact that it is a straight-forward application of context-free parsing techniques for
LCFRS.
3.2.4 Approximative
The second algorithm, Approximative, got its name since it uses a context-free approx-
imation of the LCFRS in the first of two transformations. The text is parsed by any
chart-parsing algorithm using the (possibly over-generating) approximative context-
free grammar. The context-free chart is then transformed into an LCFRS chart. The
new chart items are combined bottom-up into new items in a way that is similar to how
parsing is done in the Na¨ıve algorithm. All in all the algorithm requires six deduction
rules.
3.2.5 Active
In contrast to the previous algorithms, the Active algorithm relies on the set of possible
strings of each category, instead of the categories themselves. The idea is to enumerate
all strings of the set, adding new chart items whenever new information can be deduced
from the inference rules. The deduction requires five different transformation rules. For
this algorithm we proposed two filtering techniques adopted from context-free parsing,
Earley [14] and Kilbury prediction [19]. The intention behind filtering is to limit the
search space of the algorithm in order to get a more efficient run-time behaviour.
3.2.6 Incremental
The last algorithm is an adaptation of the Active algorithm. While the Active algo-
rithm has full access to the text the Incremental algorithm reads the text once from left
to right. Whenever a new word is read all possible consequences are computed before
reading the next word. The transformation is described by four different deduction
rules.
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3.3 Contribution
The proposed filtering techniques for the Active algorithm were implemented and in
the autumn of 2005 the Active algorithm with Kilbury filtering was the fastest. It
resulted in a speedup of 20 times for English sentences, compared to the parsing
algorithm that was used before our work. The algorithm was used for developing
grammars in the EU-financed TALK-project [8, 27]. Since our publication Angelov
[3] has improved the parsing of LCFRS and MCFG, both by an increase in efficiency
but also by covering more complicated linguistic features. That work is also described
within the framework of deductive parsing. Our work is the main publication used
by Kallmeyer to describe LCFRS parsing in Parsing Beyond Context-Free Grammars
[18].
4 Natural Language Generation from Class Diagrams
In this publication we describe natural language generation using an approach to
software development called Model-Driven Architecture. The approach is realised
by using tools for both Software Engineering and Language Technology, described
in section 4.1. The two transformation steps are described in section 4.2 and their
contribution in section 4.3.
4.1 Introduction
Software models are used to both analyse requirements and to specify the implementa-
tion of a system. Accessing the information of the models is not trivial, it requires an
understanding of object-oriented design, knowledge of the used models and experience
of using tools for software modelling in the development process [5]. These are skills
that not all stakeholders might have. In contrast, natural language is understood by
all stakeholders [15]. We decided to investigate the possibilities of transforming one
type of software model, the class diagram, into natural language text. This was done
in the context of Model-Driven Architecture, using Executable and Translatable UML
to model the diagram and the Grammatical Framework for modelling the texts.
4.1.1 Model-Driven Architecture
In Model-Driven Architecture (MDA, [30, 33]) the Computationally Independent Model,
CIM, typically includes descriptions of intended user interaction and the structure of
the domain. These are formulated using natural languages and are open for interpre-
tation. The CIM is then manually transformed into a Platform-Independent Model,
PIM [44]. The PIM adds computational properties to the CIM, such as algorithms
and interfaces. In this way the PIM is a bridge between the CIM and the Platform-
Specific Model, PSM [35]. The PSM includes not only the behaviour and structure of
the system, but also platform-specific details on how the PIM is to be realised in the
context of operating systems, hardware, programming languages, tools and technolo-
gies for data-storage etc. In contrast to the PSM, the PIM can be reused to describe a
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multitude of implementations [2]. The objective within MDA is that the PIM to PSM
transformation should be automatic.
4.1.2 Executable and Translatable UML
One way of encoding the PIM is to use Executable and Translatable UML (xtUML,
[29, 36, 47]) which is a graphical programming language. The abstraction level of
xtUML is high enough to permit developers to design a PIM without having to con-
sider platform-specific properties, while still having Turing complete expressivity [13].
The graphical models are executable and can be verified to deliver the expected func-
tionality and structure [36] as well as translatable into efficient source code [43]. During
the translation process platform-specific details are added in form of marks [29, 30].
For this project we used BridgePoint2 to define the xtUML models.
4.1.3 Grammatical Framework
The Grammatical Framework (GF, [37]) is a Turing-complete grammar formalism [13].
The grammatical rules are described by an abstract syntax which is realised by one
or more concrete syntaxes. All grammar rules have unique function names and are
typed. An abstract rule can be written as fun : Type where fun is the name of the
rule and Type is its type.
As a toy example we can have the two rules fish N : Noun and fish V : Verb,
illustrating two disambiguations of the word fish. These abstract rules can now be
implemented as concrete rules in the languages we want. For English we would have
to have some structure corresponding to the type for nouns that enabled us to get the
right word form depending on number; the plural form for fish N returning fish. For
verbs the type has to be more complex in order to correctly represent tense, person
and number.
One of the benefits of GF is the Resource Grammar Library. The library covers
24 different languages3, which are implemented by as many concrete grammars that
share a common abstract syntax. The abstract syntax then works as an interlingua
for bi-directional translation between the 22 languages (see Figure 1). By using the
resource grammars we can define the concrete rules with the right types by fish N
= mkN ”fish” ”fish” and fish V = mkV ”fish” respectively, where the functions mkN
and mkV are defined in the English resource grammar. We supply two arguments to
mkN since fish has an irregular plural form. The resource grammar has more rules,
that allow us to combine words and phrases into well-formed texts. The rules of the
resource grammars raise the level of abstraction from the language-specific details to
a more abstract level of syntactical descriptions.
4.2 Transformations
The transformation from class diagram to natural language texts was done in two
steps. In the first step, the xtUML class diagram was automatically transformed
2http://www.mentor.com/products/sm/model_development/bridgepoint/
3http://www.grammaticalframework.org/lib/doc/synopsis.html
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Figure 4: An xtUML class diagram
into a GF grammar. In the second step, the grammar was transformed into natural
language text by linearisation.
The transformation rules of the first transformation are described by using the
Rule Specification Language [32] which conforms to the BridgePoint metamodel for
xtUML. The transformation is described by five major transformation rules that are
applied top-down in the order they are specified. As a result of the transformation the
outputted grammar and the class diagram share the same vocabulary but overall the
transformation can be classified as reverse engineering [31] since not all information
in the class diagram is carried over to the grammars. This transformation is both
automatic and unidirectional with one input model and three output models; the
abstract grammar, the concrete grammar and an abstract syntax tree that tells us in
which order the grammatical rules shall be applied to generate our text. The syntactic
correctness of the outputted grammars is guaranteed by the GF language specification
[37].
In order to exemplify a model-to-grammar transformation we reuse the class di-
agram from the publication, Figure 4. We also need a metamodel for the diagram.
For our purposes it is enough to assume that classes are referred to by CLASS in the
metamodel and that they have the attribute NAME. Now FlightNumber, Airport and
the other classes in Figure 4 are instances of CLASS. With a class diagram and a meta-
model we can define a transfer rule, Figure 5, that returns an abstract and a concrete
grammar for the class names in Figure 4.
Lines 1, 8 and 9 are comments which is shown by the row starting with the .//
mark-up. On the second row we select all the instances of CLASS that can be found
in the class diagram. We loop through all instances, lines 3–5, in order to output
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01: .// Generate abstract grammar rules
02: .select many classes from instances of CLASS
03: .for each class in classes
04: ${class.NAME}C : N
05: .end for
06: .emit to file "AbstractClassNames.gf"
07:
08: .// Generate concrete grammar rules using
09: .// the English resource grammar
10: .for each class in classes
11: ${class.NAME}C = mkN "${class.NAME}"
12: .end for
13: .emit to file "ConcreteClassNames.gf"
Figure 5: An example of xtUML transformation rules
abstract grammar rules. Since row 4 is not begun with a dot it will render output
every time it is triggered. By calling emit on row 13 the generated rules are written
to the specified file. The procedure is repeated in lines 8-13 for the concrete grammar
rules. As a result we get the abstract grammar AbstractClassNames.gf with rules
like AirportC : N and the concrete grammar ConcreteClassNames.gf with rules on
the form AirportC = mkN ”Airport”.
The second transformation is also automatic and unidirectional but in contrast
to the first transformation it is a synthesis translation from abstract syntax trees to
natural language texts. The abstract syntax trees lack all information about the actual
word forms and the word order of the generated text, this is stepwise introduced from
the concrete syntax. The linearisation transformation is a part of the GF system and
described in [4]4.
Overall the translation results in the class diagrams being reversed engineered into
natural language texts.
4.3 Contribution
The result is a generic translation of any model that conforms to the BridgePoint
metamodel. Since the model and the grammar share their vocabulary we can generate
text for any domain, how technical it may be.
Overall the transformation from model to text follows the structure of Natural
Language Generation (NLG; [38]). The first translation is equivalent to the text and
sentence planning in NLG, the second transformation to the linguistic realisation.
This work is the first step towards generating textual descriptions automatically
from the PIM, with the goal of covering the same information as the CIM. As a
consequence the textual specifications, the PIM and the PSM can be synchronized
and consistent with each other [22, 28, 49].
4We cite Ljunglo¨f [26] in our publication since Angelov’s PhD thesis was not available at that
time.
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5 Executable and Translatable UML – How Difficult
Can it Be?
This publication describes the effort for novice software modellers to transform a CIM
defined by UML into a PIM defined by xtUML. Since both MDA and xtUML were
introduced in section 4.1 these concepts are not introduced again. The manual trans-
formation from CIM to PIM is described in 5.2 and the results from the case study
are found in 5.3.
5.1 Introduction
We wanted to know how well bachelor students can handle the transformation from
natural language requirements and analysis models, defined by using UML5, to more
concrete design models, defined by using xtUML. The effort lies both in understanding
the transformation process but also in overcoming the learning threshold of xtUML as
a specification language.
The two previous papers have in common that the authors were the once doing
the transformations. This publication is different since students are doing the actual
transformations while the authors monitor their activity. Monitoring the practice of
others requires a more strict conduction of the study in order to gather the necessary
information from the students without contaminating the validity of the findings. To
ensure that this was done in a secure way the study primarily followed the recommen-
dations of Runeson and Ho¨st [39] and Yin [53].
5.2 Transformations
The translation as such was a manual transformation with multiple input models and
one output model. It was manual since the automatic transformation of a CIM to a
PIM is still a research area [44]. Due to the number of students and their different
backgrounds there were no specific algorithm or rules for the translation. During the
lectures we gave the students general guidelines how information from their CIM can
be reused and transformed into a PIM. Larman [23] also gives some guidelines on
transforming a CIM into a PIM when both are specified by UML. This text was also
recommended to the students.
The xtUML metamodel is more allowing than we wanted. To narrow the scope
of the target language it was not enough for the transformations to conform to the
xtUML metamodel, we added our own criteria for a successful transformation. We
encouraged the students to work incrementally by trying to get a small part working
before adding new parts and we also specified what was most important to cover. Due
to the variation in detail and the differences in functionality and structure as described
by the CIM every translation to PIM was individual.
5http://www.omg.org/spec/UML/2.4.1/
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5.3 Contribution
Over the two years, 43 out of 50 student teams succeeded in delivering verified and
consistent models within the time frame. Due to the executable feature of the models
the students were given constant feedback on their design until the models behaved
as expected [36], with the required level of detail and structure. Since the time of
publication another 24 translations have been carried out, with only one team failing
in meeting our criteria. In total, 66 of 74 teams have successfully translated their UML
CIMs into xtUML PIMs.
6 Future work
We want to continue our research on model-to-text transformations by further extend-
ing the scope of natural language generation from xtUML. The next step is then to
generate texts from the behavioural model elements. Sridhara et al. [45, 46] have
generated natural language descriptions from Java code. We aim to repeat their study
but with a twist. Instead of reverse engineering the Java code into text we start
from the more abstract Action Language of xtUML [29]. Since the abstraction level is
higher from the beginning it should be easier to generate a text that avoids mentioning
platform-specific details but instead focuses on the functionality itself.
We also want to further explore why xtUML is not used more. Earlier research
show that the PIMs are reusable [2] and allow efficient code generation [43] while
our publication shows that undergraduate students cope with the translation from a
CIM defined by UML to a PIM confirming to the xtUML metamodel. Drawing on
our ongoing industrial collaboration we want to investigate the industrial practice of
xtUML and what software engineers find as advantages and drawbacks of xtUML.
This line of future work ties in with the first track, since generating natural language
descriptions can include more stakeholders into the development process and make
xtUML a more applicable technology.
7 Conclusion
We have described three syntactical transformations.
The first transformation describes four parsing algorithms that takes a text as input
and returns its analysis according to a grammar. The transformation is automatic and
endogenous since the text and analysis use the same grammar as specification and the
output has a lower level of abstraction than the input. Parsing is to its nature unidi-
rectional, but the underlying algorithm can vary between different parsing approaches.
In our case the transformation algorithm is described as parsing by deduction.
While parsing is endogenous, natural language generation is exogenous. The uni-
directional transformation from class diagram to text is done in two steps. In the first
step the diagram is automatically transformed into three output models; the abstract
grammar, the concrete grammar and an abstract syntax tree. The syntax tree de-
scribes how the grammars are to be used in the second transformation step to yield
the desired text. Overall the transformation is an example of reverse engineering.
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The third publication describes how well novice software modellers managed to
manually transform a set of UML models into xtUML models. The outcome has a
lower level of abstraction than the input, and serve as an example of a unidirectional
synthesis translation. The translations do not follow a clearly defined algorithm.
The transformations are conducted within the disciplines of Language Technology
and Software Engineering. The generation of natural language texts from software
models is in fact the result of combining tools and technologies from both fields. We
see ample possibilities for continuing our research in combining the strengths and
possibilities of respective area.
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Abstract
We describe four different parsing algorithms for Linear Context-Free Rewriting
Systems [11]. The algorithms are described as deduction systems, and possible opti-
mizations are discussed.
The only parsing algorithms presented for linear context-free rewriting systems
(LCFRS; Vijay-Shanker et al., 1987) and the equivalent formalism multiple context-
free grammar (MCFG; Seki et al., 1991) are extensions of the CKY algorithm [13],
more designed for their theoretical interest, and not for practical purposes. The rea-
son for this could be that there are not many implementations of these grammar
formalisms. However, since a very important subclass of the Grammatical Frame-
work [7] is equivalent to LCFRS/MCFG [4, 5], there is a need for practical parsing
algorithms.
In this paper we describe four different parsing algorithms for Linear Context-Free
Rewriting Systems. The algorithms are described as deduction systems, and possible
optimizations are discussed.
1 Introductory definitions
A record is a structure Γ = {r1 = a1; . . . ; rn = an}, where all ri are distinct. That this
can be seen as a set of feature-value pairs. This means that we can define a simple
version of record unification Γ1 unionsq Γ2 as the union Γ1 ∪ Γ2, provided that there is no r
such that Γ1.r 6= Γ2.r.
We sometimes denote a sequence X1, . . . , Xn by the more compact ~X. To update
the ith record in a list of records, we write ~Γ[i := Γ]. To substitute a variable Bk for
a record Γk in any data structure Γ, we write Γ[Bk/Γk].
1.1 Decorated Context-Free Grammars
The context-free approximation described in section 4 uses a form of CFG with deco-
rated rules of the form f : A→ α, where f is the name of the rule, and α is a sequence
of terminals and categories subscripted with information needed for post-processing of
the context-free parse result. In all other respects a decorated CFG can be seen as a
straight-forward CFG.
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S → f [A] := { s = A.p A.q }
A→ g[A1 A2] := { p = A1.p A2.p; q = A1.q A2.q }
A→ ac[ ] := { p = a; q = c }
A→ bd[ ] := { p = b; q = d }
Figure 1: An example grammar describing the language
1.2 Linear Context-Free Rewriting Systems
A linear context-free rewriting system (LCFRS; Vijay-Shanker et al., 1987) is a linear,
non-erasing multiple context-free grammar (MCFG; Seki et al., 1991). An MCFG rule
is written1
A→ f [B1 . . . Bδ] := { r1 = α1; . . . ; rn = αn }
where A and Bi are categories, f is the name of the rule, ri are record labels and αi
are sequences of terminals and argument projections of the form Bi.r. The language
L(A) of a category A is a set of string records, and is defined recursively as
L(A) = { Φ[B1/Γ1, . . . , Bδ/Γδ] |
A→ f [B1 . . . Bδ] := Φ,
Γ1 ∈ L(B1), . . . , Γδ ∈ L(Bδ) }
It is the possibility of discontinuous constituents that makes LCFRS/MCFG more
expressive than context-free grammars. If the grammar only consists of single-label
records, it generates a context-free language.
Example A small example grammar is shown in figure 1, and generates the language
L(S) = { s shm | s ∈ (a ∪ b)∗ }
where shm is the homomorphic mapping such that each a in s is translated to
c, and each b is translated to d. Examples of generated strings are ac, abcd and
bbaddc. However, neither abc nor abcdabcd will be generated. The language is not
context-free since it contains a combination of multiple and crossed agreement
with duplication.
If there is at most one occurrence of each possible projection Ai.r in a linearization
record, the MCFG rule is linear. If all rules are linear the grammar is linear. A rule is
erasing if there are argument projections that have no realization in the linearization.
A grammar is erasing if it contains an erasing rule. It is possible to transform an
erasing grammar to non-erasing form [8].
1We borrow the idea of equating argument categories and variables from Nakanishi et al. [6] , but
instead of tuples we use the equivalent notion of records for the linearizations.
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Example The example grammar is both linear and non-erasing. However, given that
grammar, the rule
E → e[A] := { r1 = A.p; r2 = A.p }
is both non-linear (since A.p occurs more than once) and erasing (since it does
not mention A.q).
1.3 Ranges
Given an input string w, a range ρ is a pair of indices, (i, j) where 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ |w| [1].
The entire string w = w1 . . . wn spans the range (0, n). The word wi spans the range
(i− 1, i) and the substring wi+1, . . . , wj spans the range (i, j). A range with identical
indices, (i, i), is called an empty range and spans the empty string.
A record containing label-range pairs,
Γ = { r1 = ρ1, . . . , rn = ρn }
is called a range record. Given a range ρ = (i, j), the ceiling of ρ returns an empty
range for the right index, dρe = (j, j); and the floor of ρ does the same for the left
index bρc = (i, i). Concatenation of two ranges is non-deterministic,
(i, j) · (j′, k) = { (i, k) | j = j′ }
.
1.3.1 Range restriction
In order to retrieve the ranges of any substring s in a sentence w = w1 . . . wn we define
range restriction of s with respect to w as 〈s〉w = { (i, j) | s = wi+1 . . . wj }, i.e. the set
of all occurrences of s in w. If w is understood from the context we simply write 〈s〉.
Range restriction of a linearization record Φ is written 〈Φ〉, which is a set of records,
where every terminal token s is replaced by a range from 〈s〉. The range restriction
of two terminals next to each other fails if range concatenation fails for the resulting
ranges. Any unbound variables in Φ are unaffected by range restriction.
Example Given the string w = abba, range restricting the terminal a yields
〈a〉w = { (0, 1), (3, 4) }
Furthermore,
〈aA.r a bB.q〉w =
{ (0, 1)A.r (0, 2)B.q, (3, 4)A.r (0, 2)B.q }
The other possible solutions fail since they cannot be range concatenated.
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2 Parsing as deduction
The idea with parsing as deduction [9] is to deduce parse items by inference rules. A
parse item is a representation of a piece of information that the parsing algorithm has
acquired. An inference rule is written
γ1 . . . γn
C
γ
where γ is the consequence of the antecedents γ1 . . . γn, given that the side conditions
in C hold.
2.1 Parsing decorated CFG
Decorated CFG can be parsed in a similar way as standard CFG. For our purposes it
suffices to say that the algorithm returns items of the form,
[f : A/ρ→ B1/ρ1 . . . Bn/ρn • ]
saying that A spans the range ρ, and each daughter Bi spans ρi.
The standard inference rule combine might look like this for decorated CFG:
Combine
[f : A/ρ→ α •Bx β]
[g : B/ρ′ → . . . • ]
ρ′′ ∈ ρ · ρ′
[f : A/ρ→ α Bx/ρ′′ • β]
Note that the subscript x in Bx is the decoration that will only be used in post-
processing.
3 The Na¨ıve algorithm
Seki et al. [8] give an algorithm for MCFG, which can be seen as an extension of the
CKY algorithm [13]. The problem with that algorithm is that it has to find items for
all daughters at the same time. We modify this basic algorithm to be able to find one
daughter at the time.
There are two kinds of items. A passive item [A; Γ] has the meaning that the
category A has been found spanning the range record Γ. An active item for the rule
A→ f [ ~B ~B′] := Ψ has the form
[A→ f [ ~B • ~B′]; Φ; ~Γ]
in which the categories to the left of the dot, ~B, have been found with the linearizations
in the list of range records ~Γ. Φ is the result of substituting the projections in Ψ with
ranges for the categories found in ~B.
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3.1 Inference rules
There are three inference rules, Predict, Combine and Convert.
Predict
A→ f [ ~B] := Ψ
Φ ∈ 〈Ψ〉
[A→ f [ • ~B]; Φ; ]
Prediction gives an item for every rule in the grammar, where the range restric-
tion Φ is what has been found from the beginning. The list of daughters is empty
since none of the daughters in ~B have been found yet.
Combine
[A→ f [ ~B •Bk ~B′]; Φ; ~Γ]
[Bk; Γk]
Φ′ ∈ Φ[Bk/Γk]
[A→ f [ ~B Bk • ~B′]; Φ′; ~Γ, Γk]
An active item looking for Bk and a passive item that has found Bk can be
combined into a new active item. In the new item we substitute Bk for Γk in
the linearization record. We also add Γk to the new item’s list of daughters.
Convert
[A→ f [ ~B • ]; Φ; ~Γ]
Γ ≡ Φ
[A; Γ]
Every fully instantiated active item is converted into a passive item. Since the
linearization record Φ is fully instantiated, it is equivalent to the range record Γ.
4 The Approximative algorithm
Parsing is performed in two steps in the approximative algorithm. First we parse the
sentence using a context-free approximation. Then the resulting context-free chart is
recovered to a LCFRS chart.
The LCFRS is converted by creating a decorated context-free rule for every row in
a linearization record. Thus, the rule
A→ f [ ~B] := { r1 = α1; . . . ; rn = αn }
will give n context-free rules f : A.ri → αi. The example grammar from figure 1 is
converted to a decorated CFG in figure 2.
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f : (S.s) → (A.p) (A.q)
g : (A.p) → (A.p)1 (A.p)2
g : (A.q) → (A.q)1 (A.q)2
ac : (A.p) → a
ac : (A.q) → b
bd : (A.p) → c
bd : (A.q) → d
The subscripted numbers are for distinguishing the two categories from each other,
since they are equivalent. Here A.q is a context-free category of its own, not a record
projection.
Figure 2: The example grammar converted to a decorated CFG
Parsing is now initiated by a context-free parsing algorithm returning decorated
items as in section 2.1. Since the categories of the decorated grammar are projections
of LCFRS categories, the final items will be of the form
[f : (A.r)/ρ→ . . . (B.r′)x/ρ′ . . . • ]
Since the decorated CFG is over-generating, the returned parse chart is unsound.
We therefore need to retrieve the items from the decorated CFG parse chart and
check them against the LCFRS to get the discontinuous constituents and mark them
for validity.
The initial parse items are of the form,
[A→ f [ ~B]; r = ρ; ~Γ]
where ~Γ is extracted from a corresponding decorated item [f : (A.r)/ρ → β], by
partitioning the daughters in β such that Γi = {r = ρ | (B.r)i/ρ ∈ β }. In other words,
Γi will consist of all r = ρ such that B.r is subscripted by i in the decorated item.
Example Given β = (A.p)2/ρ
′ (B.q)1/ρ′′ (A.q)2/ρ′′′, we get the two range records
Γ1 = {q = ρ′′} and Γ2 = {p = ρ′; q = ρ′′′}.
Apart from the initial items, we use three kinds of parse items. From the initial
parse items we first build LCFRS items, of the form
[A→ f [ ~B]; Γ • ri . . . rn; ~Γ]
where ri . . . rn is a list of labels, ~Γ is a list of | ~B| range records, and Γ is a range record
for the labels r1 . . . ri−1.
In order to recover the chart we use mark items
[A→ f [ ~B • ~B′]; Γ; ~Γ • ~Γ′]
The idea is that ~Γ has been verified as range records spanning the daughters ~B. When
all daughters have been verified, a mark item is converted to a passive item [A; Γ].
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4.1 Inference rules
There are five inference rules, Pre-Predict, Pre-Combine, Mark-Predict, Mark-Combine
and Convert.
Pre-Predict
A→ f [ ~B] := {r1 = α1; . . . ; rn = αn}
~Γδ = { }, . . . , { }
[A→ f [ ~B]; • r1 . . . rn; ~Γδ]
Every rule A→ f [ ~B] is predicted as an LCFRS item. Since the context-free items
contain information about α1 . . . αn, we only need to use the labels r1, . . . , rn.
~Γδ is a list of | ~B| empty range records.
Pre-Combine
[R; Γ • r ri . . . rn; ~Γ]
[R; r = ρ; ~Γ′]
~Γ′′ ∈ ~Γ unionsq ~Γ′
[R; {Γ; r = ρ} • ri . . . rn; ~Γ′′]
If there is an initial parse item for the rule R with label r, we can combine it
with an LCFRS item looking for r, provided the daughters’ range records can
be unified.
Mark-Predict
[A→ [ ~B]; Γ • ; ~Γ]
[A→ [ • ~B]; Γ; • ~Γ]
When all record labels have been found, we can start to check if the items
have been derived in a valid way by marking the daughters’ range records for
correctness.
Mark-Combine
[A→ f [ ~B •Bi ~B′]; Γ; ~Γ • Γi ~Γ′]
[Bi; Γi]
[A→ f [ ~B Bi • ~B′]; Γ; ~Γ Γi • ~Γ′]
Record Γi is correct if there is a correct passive item for category Bi that has
found Γi.
Convert
[A→ f [ ~B • ]; Γ; ~Γ • ]
[A; Γ]
An item that has marked all daughters as correct is converted to a passive item.
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5 The Active algorithm
The active algorithm parses without using any context-free approximation. Compared
to the Na¨ıve algorithm the dot is used to traverse the linearization record of a rule
instead of the categories in the right-hand side.
For this algorithm we use a special kind of range, ρ, which denotes simultaneously
all empty ranges (i, i). Range restricting the empty string gives 〈〉 = ρ. Concatena-
tion is defined as ρ · ρ = ρ · ρ = ρ. Both the ceiling and the floor of ρ are identities,
dρe = bρc = ρ.
There are two kinds of items. Passive items [A; Γ] say that we have found category
A inside the range record Γ. An active item for the rule
A→ f [ ~B] := {Φ; r = αβ; Ψ}
is of the form
[A→ f [ ~B]; Γ, r = ρ • β, Ψ; ~Γ]
where Γ is a range record corresponding to the linearization rows in Φ and α has
been recognized spanning ρ. We are still looking for the rest of the row, β, and the
remaining linearization rows Ψ. ~Γ is a list of range records containing information
about the daughters ~B.
5.1 Inference rules
There are five inference rules, Predict, Complete, Scan, Combine and Convert.
Predict
A→ f [ ~B] := {r = α; Φ}
~Γδ = { }, . . . , { }
[A→ f [ ~B]; {}, r = ρ • α, Φ; ~Γδ]
For every rule in the grammar, predict a corresponding item that has found the
empty range. ~Γδ is a list of | ~B| empty range records since nothing has been
found yet.
Complete
[R; Γ, r = ρ • , {r′ = α; Φ}; ~Γ]
[R; {Γ; r = ρ}, r′ = ρ • α,Φ; ~Γ]
When an item has found an entire linearization row we continue with the next
row by starting it off with the empty range.
Scan
[R; Γ, r = ρ • s α, Φ; ~Γ]
ρ′ ∈ ρ · 〈s〉
[R; Γ, r = ρ′ • α, Φ; ~Γ]
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When the next symbol to read is a terminal, its range restriction is concatenated
with the range for what the row has found so far.
Combine
[A→ f [ ~B]; Γ, r = ρ •Bi.r′ α, Φ; ~Γ]
[Bi; Γ
′]
ρ′ ∈ ρ · Γ′.r′
Γi ⊆ Γ′
[A→ f [ ~B]; Γ, r = ρ′ • α, Φ; ~Γ[i := Γ′]]
If the next thing to find is a projection on Bi, and there is a passive item where
Bi is the category, where Γ
′ is consistent with Γi, we can move the dot past the
projection. Γi is updated with Γ
′, since it might contain more information about
the ith daughter.
Convert
[A→ f [ ~B]; Γ, r = ρ • , {}; ~Γ]
[A; {Γ; r = ρ}]
An active item that has fully recognized all its linearization rows is converted to
a passive item.
6 The Incremental algorithm
An incremental algorithm reads one token at the time and calculates all possible conse-
quences of the token before the next token is read2. The Active algorithm as described
above is not incremental, since we do not know in which order the linearization rows
of a rule are recognized. To be able to parse incrementally, we have to treat the
linearization records as sets of feature-value pairs, instead of a sequence.
The items for a rule A→ f [ ~B] := Φ have the same form as in the Active algorithm:
[A→ f [ ~B]; Γ, r = ρ • β, Ψ; ~Γ]
However, the order between the linearization rows does not have to be the same as
in Φ. Note that in this algorithm we do not use passive items. Also note that since
we always know where in the input we are, we cannot make use of a distinguished
-range. Another consequence of knowing the current input position is that there are
fewer possible matches for the Combine rule.
6.1 Inference rules
There are four inference rules, Predict, Complete, Scan and Combine.
2See e.g. the ACL 2004 workshop “Incremental Parsing: Bringing Engineering and Cognition
Together”.
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Predict
A→ f [ ~B] := {Φ; r = α; Ψ}
0 ≤ k ≤ |w|
[A→ f [ ~B]; {}, r = (k, k) • α, {Φ; Ψ}; ~Γδ]
An item is predicted for every linearization row r and every input position k. ~Γδ
is a list of | ~B| empty range records.
Complete
[R; Γ, r = ρ • , {Φ; r′ = α; Ψ}; ~Γ]
dρe ≤ k ≤ |w|
[R; {Γ; r = ρ}, r′ = (k, k) • α, {Φ; Ψ}; ~Γ]
Whenever a linearization row r is fully traversed, we predict an item for every
remaining linearization row r′ and every remaining input position k.
Scan
[R; Γ, r = ρ • s α, Φ; ~Γ]
ρ′ ∈ ρ · 〈s〉
[R; Γ, r = ρ′ • α, Φ; ~Γ]
If the next symbol in the linearization row is a terminal, its range restriction is
concatenated to the range for the partially recognized row.
Combine
[R; Γ, r = ρ •Bi.r′ α,Φ; ~Γ]
[Bi → . . . ; Γ′, r′ = ρ′ • , . . . ; . . .]
ρ′′ ∈ ρ · ρ′
Γi ⊆ {Γ′; r′ = ρ′}
[R; Γ, r = ρ′′ • α,Φ; ~Γ[i := {Γ′; r′ = ρ′}]]
If the next item is a record projection Bi.r
′, and there is an item for Bi which has
found r′, then move the dot forward. The information in Γi must be consistent
with the information found for the Bi item, {Γ′; r′ = ρ′}.
7 Discussion
We have presented four different parsing algorithms for LCFRS/MCFG. The algo-
rithms are described as deduction systems, and in this final section we discuss some
possible optimizations, and complexity issues.
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7.1 Different prediction strategies
The Predict rule in the above described algorithms is very crude, predicting an item
for each rule in the grammar (for the Incremental algorithm even for each input posi-
tion). A similar context-free prediction rule is called bottom-up Earley by Sikkel and
Nijholt [10]. Such crude predictions are only intended for educational purposes, since
they lead to lots of uninteresting items, and waste of computing power. For practi-
cal purposes there are two standard context-free prediction strategies, top-down and
bottom-up (see e.g. Wire´n [12]) and they can be adapted to the algorithms presented
in this paper.
The main idea is that an item for the rule A → f [ ~B] with the linearization row
r = α is only predicted if. . .
(Top-down prediction) . . . there is another item looking for A.r.
(Bottom-up prediction) . . . there is an passive item that has found the first symbol
in α.
For a more detailed description of these prediction strategies, see Ljunglo¨f [4].
7.2 Efficiency and complexity of the algorithms
The theoretical time complexity for these algorithms is not better than what has been
presented earlier.3 The complexity arguments are similar and the reader is referred to
Seki et al. [8].
However, theoretical time complexity does not say much about practical perfor-
mance, as is already clear from context-free parsing, where the theoretical time com-
plexity has remained the same ever since the first publications [3, 13]. There are two
main ways of improving the efficiency of existing algorithms, which can be called re-
finement and filtering [10]. First, one wants to be able to locate existing parse items
efficiently, e.g. by indexing some properties in a hash table. This is often done by re-
fining the parse items or inference rules, increasing the number of items or deduction
steps. Second, it is desirable to reduce the number of parse items, which can be done
by filtering out redundant parts of an algorithm.
The algorithms presented in this paper can all be seen as refinements and filterings
of the basic algorithm of Seki et al. [8]:
The na¨ıve algorithm is a refinement of the basic algorithm, since single items and
deduction steps are decomposed into several different items and smaller deduc-
tion steps.
The approximative algorithm is both a refinement and a filtering of the na¨ıve
algorithm; a refinement since the inference rules Pre-Predict and Pre-Combine
are added, and a filtering since there will hopefully be less items for Mark-Predict
and Mark-Combine to take care of.
3Nakanishi et al. [6] reduce the parsing problem to boolean matrix multiplication, but this can be
considered a purely theoretical result.
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The active algorithm is a refinement of the na¨ıve algorithm, since the Combine
rule is divided into the rules Complete, Scan and Combine.
The incremental algorithm is finally a refinement of the active algorithm, since
Predict and Complete can select from any possible remaining linearization row,
and not just the following.
Furthermore, the different prediction strategies (top-down and bottom-up), become
filterings of the algorithms, since they reduce the number of parse items.
7.3 Implementing and testing the algorithms
The algorithms presented in this paper have been implemented in the programming
language Haskell, for inclusion in the Grammatical Framework system [7]. These
implementations are described by Burden [2]. We have also started to implement a
selection of the algorithms in the programming language Prolog.
Preliminary results suggest that the Active algorithm with bottom-up prediction is
a good candidate for parsing grammars written in the Grammatical Framework. For a
normal sentence in the English resource grammar the speedup is about 20 times when
compared to context-free parsing and filtering of the parse trees. In the future we plan
to test the different algorithms more extensively.
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Abstract
A Platform-Independent Model (PIM) is supposed to capture the requirements spec-
ified in the Computational Independent Model (CIM). It can be hard to validate that
this is the case since the stakeholders might lack the necessary training to access the
information of the software models in the PIM. In contrast, a description of the PIM in
natural language will enable all stakeholders to be included in the validation.
We have conducted a case study to investigate the possibilities to generate natural
language text from Executable and Translatable UML. In our case study we have con-
sidered a static part of the PIM; the structure of the class diagram. The transformation
was done in two steps. In the first step, the class diagram was transformed into an
intermediate linguistic model using Grammatical Framework. In the second step, the
linguistic model is transformed into natural language text. The PIM was enhanced in
such a way that the generated texts can both paraphrase the original software models
as well as include the underlying motivations behind the design decisions.
1 Introduction
In Model-Driven Architecture (MDA; [15, 24]) software models are transformed into
code in a series of transformations. The models have different purposes and level of
abstraction towards the resulting implementation.
A Computational Independent Model (CIM) shows the environment of the software
and its requirements in a way that can be understood by domain experts. The CIM
is often referred to as the domain model and is specified using the vocabulary of the
domain’s practitioners and the stakeholders [17].
In the transformation from a CIM to a Platform Independent Model (PIM) the
purpose of the models change and the focus is on the computational complexity that
is needed to describe the behaviour and structure of the software.
The PIM is then transformed into a Platform Specific Model (PSM) which is a
concrete solution to the problem as specified by the CIM. The PSM will include in-
formation about which programming language(s) to use and what hardware to deploy
the executable code on.
One way of realising the model transformations in the MDA process is shown in
Figure 1 which is adopted from [17]. In this process the transformation from CIM
to PIM is done manually while the transformation from PIM to PSM is formalised
by using marks and mappings. The marks reflect both unique properties of a certain
PSM as well as domain-specific properties of the PIM, while the mappings describe a
model to model transformation [15].
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Figure 1: One realisation of the MDA process
In MDA the PIM should be a bridge between the CIM and the PSM. Thus it is
important that the PIM is clear and articulate [11, 32] to convey the intentions and
motivations in the CIM as well as correctly describe the PSM [25].
1.1 Motivation
The developers of the PIM have to interpret the CIM to make their design decisions.
Thus there are many ways for the PIM to represent a different solution to the problem
compared to the solution given by the CIM: The CIM might be ambiguous or use
vaguely defined concepts with the risk that it is misinterpreted; the CIM might be
incomplete in the view of the developers of the PIM so they make additions to the
PIM and finally, the CIM might be assessed as incorrect but the correction is made
in the PIM and not in the CIM. Over time the CIM and the PIM diverge due to the
interaction of these inconsistencies.
The problem is not limited to the development phase. In order to adopt the CIM
and the PIM to changing requirements, new developers have to be able to under-
stand why the models are designed in the way they are and how they can be changed
according to their underlying theory [19].
An example of the threat of failing to understand the underlying theory is given in
[2]. From their experiences at British Airways they report on how important business
rules are trivialised in the PIM as it is incapable of showing which business require-
ments are most important when all elements look the same in a class diagram. To
demonstrate their point they use the notion of codesharing. Codesharing is when
airlines in an alliance can sell seats on each others flights. For this to be possible a
flight has to be able to have more than one flight code. In a class diagram this busi-
ness requirement worth millions of pounds is obscured as a simple multiplicity on an
association between two classes, see Figure 2.
So the transformation from CIM to PIM poses two questions: How do we know
that the PIM captures the requirements of the CIM, and nothing else? And how
can we make sure that future developers of the PIM understand the intentions and
motivations behind the design decisions [19]? The evaluation of the correctness of the
PIM’s behaviour and structure can be done by testing and model reviewing.
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Both testing and accessing the information of the PIM requires an understanding
of object-oriented design, knowledge of the used models and experience of using tools
for software modelling [2]. Textual descriptions, on the other hand, are suitable for
stakeholders without the necessary expertise in software models [9]; natural language
can be understood by anyone, allowing all stakeholders to contribute to the validation
of the PIM.
1.2 Aim
Our long-term aim is to reverse engineer the marked PIM into a CIM, investigating
how much of the original CIM that can be generated from the marked PIM. As our first
step towards a complete system we have chosen the structure of the class diagrams.
The aim of the generated text is not only to paraphrase the class diagram but also to
include the underlying motivations and design decisions that form the theory behind
the model.
By using an MDA approach for generating natural language text we enable the
textual description of the PIM, the PIM itself and deployed PSMs to be synchronised
with each other. The texts can be used by stakeholders that are unfamiliar with soft-
ware models to validate the structure and behaviour of the models, enabling a process
that leads to software meeting the requirements and expectations of all stakeholders.
1.3 Contribution
We have generated textual descriptions of the structure of the class diagram that not
only paraphrase the diagrams but also include the underlying motivations and design
decisions. The mappings from marked PIM to natural language PSMs are generic and
can be applied to any marked PIM. Indeed, since the marks are used to enhance the
performance of the mappings the transforming an unmarked PIM will still generate a
linguistic model. Though the text generated from such a linguistic model might have
minor grammatical errors.
The vocabulary of the PIM is reused as lexicon for the generated linguistic model
so that we can generate text for any domain independent of how technical or unpre-
dictable the vocabulary may be.
In MDA terms the generation of natural language was solved by first transforming
the xtUML models into an intermediate linguistic model, a grammar. In a second
transformation the grammar was used to generate the desired view of the class dia-
grams as natural language text.
1.4 Overview
In the next section we present the background knowledge for our case study in terms of
natural language generation, the Grammatical Framework and Executable and Trans-
latable UML. In section 3 we describe our case study of transforming the PIM into a
CIM. The results are given in section 4, followed by a discussion in section 5. Our case
study is related to previous work in section 6 and a summary with drafts for future
work concludes our contribution.
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2 Background
In our case study we have used the MDA perspective on models for Natural Language
Generation [28]. This was achieved by first transforming the marked PIM into a
linguistic model defined by the Grammatical Framework [27]. The linguistic model was
then used to generate the final textual description of the PIM. We used Executable and
Translatable UML to model the class diagram and the model to model transformation.
2.1 Executable and Translatable UML
The Executable and Translatable Unified Modeling Language (xtUML; [14, 26, 33])
evolved from merging the Shlaer-Mellor method [29] with the Unified Modeling Lan-
guage (UML, [22]).
There are three kinds of diagrams used in xtUML (component diagrams, class dia-
grams and statemachines) as well as a textual Action language. The Action language
is used to define the semantics of the graphical diagrams. This study only concerns
the class diagrams.
2.1.1 xtUML Class Diagrams
In Figure 2 we have an example of an xtUML class diagram. The xtUML classes and
associations are more restricted than in UML. We will only mention those differences
that are interesting for our case study.
In UML the associations between classes can be given a descriptive association
name while in xtUML the association names are automatically given names on the form
RN where N is a unique natural number. I.e. Flight is associated to FlightNumber
over the association R5.
In xtUML there are no special associations for the UML aggregate and composition
associations. Both aggregation and composition express a parts-of relation with the
difference that in aggregation, the parts can exist without a ’whole’ while in composi-
tion the parts cannot exist without the ’whole’. Following the definition given by the
OMG [22] aggregation is modelled by using the multiplicity 0..1 and composition by
using the multiplicity 1.
Speaking of multiplicities, in xtUML there are only four possible combinations of
multiplicities; 0..1, 1, * and 1..*.
2.1.2 Model Transformation
The PIM to PSM transformation is handled by model compilers. A model compiler
takes a marked PIM and a set of mappings that specify how the different elements
of the marked PIM are to be translated into the PSM [15, 17]. Since the PSM is
generated from the marked PIM, it is possible for the running code and the software
models to always be in synchronization with each other since all updates and changes
to the system are done at the PIM-level, never by touching the PSM. The model
compiler allows the same PIM to be transformed into different PSMs [1] without a
loss in efficiency compared to handwritten code [30].
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Figure 2: Our example class diagram
2.2 Natural Language Generation
When compiling a marked PIM into a PSM it is important to include all the informa-
tion of the marked PIM into the transformation. For Natural Language Generation
(NLG) this is not the case [28]. The content, its layout and the internal order of the
generated text is dependent on who the reader is, the purpose of the text and by which
means it is displayed. In this sense the texts can be seen as platform-specific.
Traditionally NLG is broken down into a three-stage pipeline; text planning, sen-
tence planning and linguistic realisation [28]. From an MDA perspective NLG can
be viewed as two transformations. The first transformation takes the software model
and reshapes it to an intermediate linguistic model by performing text and sentence
planning. The second transformation is equivalent to the linguistic realisation as the
linguistic model is transformed into natural language text. We will use our class dia-
gram in Figure 2 to exemplify the purpose of the three stages.
2.2.1 Text Planning
Text planning is to decide on what information in the original model to communicate
to the readers. When the selection has been done the underlying structure of the
content is determined. In our case we first describe the classes with attributes and
operations, then the associations between the classes with multiplicities.
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2.2.2 Sentence Planning
When the overall structure of the text is determined the attention is turned towards
the individual sentences. This is also the time for choosing the words that are going to
be used for the different concepts, e.g. an aircraft can both depart or leave an airport.
The original software model has now been transformed into a linguistic model.
2.2.3 Linguistic Realisation
In the last stage the linguistic model is used to generate text with the right syntax and
word forms. The linguistic model should ensure that the nouns get the right plural
forms and that we get a flight but an aircraft. Through the linguistic realisation the
intermediate model has been transformed into a natural language text.
2.3 Grammatical Framework
For defining the linguistic model we use Grammatical Framework (GF, [27]). In GF
the grammars are separated into an abstract and a concrete syntax. To understand
how we have used GF and the resource grammars we give an example that generates
the sentence An Aircraft has many Flights. The grammar is found in Figure 3. It is not
necessary to understand the details of the grammar, it is included as a small example
of the kind of output that is generated from our model to model transformation.
2.3.1 Abstract Syntax
The abstract syntax is defined by two finite sets, categories (cat) and functions (fun).
The categories are used as building blocks and define the arguments and return values
of the functions
From the class diagram in Figure 2 we have that both Aircraft and Flight are
class names. We want to use this information in our grammar, defining a function
for both Aircraft and Flight, see Figure 3. From a linguistic point of view they
define the lexical items that make up our lexicon. Lexical items can be used to define
more complex functions, like OneToMany that returns a Text describing the association
between two ClassNames. By defining our categories (the content of the text) and the
functions (the ordering of the content) we have completed the text planning stage of
the NLG process.
2.3.2 Abstract Trees
Abstract syntax trees are formed by using the functions as syntactic constructors
according to their arguments. While the abstract syntax shows the text planning for
a possibly infinite set of texts the abstract tree represents the structure of exactly one
text. According to our example grammar the sentence An Aircraft has many Flights
will have OneToMany(Aircraft, Flight) as its abstract tree.
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Abstract syntax:
cat Text, ClassName ;
fun Aircraft : ClassName ;
Flight : ClassName ;
OneToMany : ClassName × ClassName → Text ;
Concrete syntax:
lincat Text = RGL.Text ;
ClassName = CN ;
lin Aircraft = mkCN (mkN "Aircraft" "Aircraft") ;
Flight = mkCN (mkN "Flight") ;
OneToMany aircraft flight =
mkText (mkCl (mkNP (mkDet a_Quant) aircraft)
(mkV2 have_V)
(mkNP (mkDet many_Quant) flight)) ;
Figure 3: An example of an automatically generated GF grammar
2.3.3 Concrete Syntax
A concrete syntax assigns a linearisation category (lincat) to every abstract category
and a linearisation rule (lin) to every abstract function. The linearisation categories
define how the concepts of the PIM are mapped to the pre-defined categories of GF.
From an NLG perspective the linearisation rules supply the sentence planning. The
concrete syntax is implemented by using the GF Resource Grammar Library.
2.3.4 Resource Grammar Library
In the Resource Grammar Library (RGL) a common abstract syntax has sixteen dif-
ferent implementations in form of concrete syntaxes. Among the covered languages
are English, Finnish, Russian and Urdu. The resource grammars come with an inter-
face which hides the complexity of each concrete language behind a common abstract
interface.
The RGL interface supplies a grammar writer with a number of functions for
defining a concrete syntax. In Figure 3 mkText, mkCl and a_Quant are examples of
such functions. Exactly how these functions are implemented is defined by the concrete
resource grammar for each language. Just as for a programming language we only need
to understand the interface of the library to get the desired results, we do not need to
understand the inner workings of the library itself.
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2.3.5 Linearisation
In GF the linearisation of an abstract tree, t, by a concrete syntax, C, can be written
as tC and formulated as follows
(f(t1, . . . , tn))
C = fC(tC1, . . . , t
C
n)
where fC is a concrete linearisation of a function f [13].
The linearisation of OneToMany(Aircraft, Flight) using the concrete English
grammar ENG described in Figure 3 is then unwrapped as follows
(OneToMany(Aircraft, Flight))ENG
= OneToManyENG(AircraftENG, FlightENG)
= mkText(mkCl(mkNP(mkDet a Quant) AircraftENG)
(mkV2 have V)
(mkNP(mkDet many Quant) FlightENG))
= mkText(mkCl(mkNP(mkDet a Quant)
(mkCN(mkN ”Aircraft” ”Aircraft”))))
(mkV2 have V)
(mkNP(mkDet many Quant)(mkCN(mkN ”Flight”))))
= An Aircraft has many Flights
Linearisation is an built-in functionality of GF and equivalent to the linguistic
realisation of NLG.
3 Natural Language Generation from Class Diagrams
To investigate the possibilities for natural language generation from software models
we have conducted a case study using xtUML to model the PIM and perform the
model-to-model transformations. The reason for choosing xtUML is that the model
compiler enables a convenient way of transforming the PIM to different PSMs. We
used BridgePoint [3, 14] as our xtUML tool.
3.1 Case Description
The original case was a hotel reservation system. To avoid getting into domain details
and explaining the different components and subsystems we reuse the example given in
[2] with a small extension; we have added classes for the concepts Aircraft, Airport
and Airline. The result is a class diagram that highlights the problems we want to
solve and what we can achieve in forms of NLG. The class diagram can be found in
Figure 2. The intention of the diagram is not a complete description of the problem
domain.
Our PIM includes a note for the association R5, A Flight can have more than one
Flight number since code sharing is a multimillion-pound business, affecting an alliance
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Figure 4: From marked PIM to text
of airlines. There are also notes on the associations so that they carry meaningful
association names instead of xtUML’s generic ones. R1 and R2 are annotated with
has, R3 is annotated with is booked for, R4 is annotated with belongs to which is to
be read from left-to-right only and R5 has the note is identified by which also is to be
read from left-to-right.
An overview of our system is found in Figure 4. The shaded modules are gener-
ated in the model-to-model transformation. The Resource Grammar Library (RGL)
supplies the necessary details to realise the concrete syntax. The dotted lines within
the systems give the dependencies between the modules while the solid lines show
the transformations between the systems. The transformation between xtUML and
Grammatical Framework is defined as mappings in BridgePoint while the transforma-
tion from Grammatical Framework to text is automatically handled by GF through
linearisation.
The input to the first transformation in Figure 4 is a marked PIM and a set of
mappings. The marks are described next and then the mappings.
3.1.1 Marking the PIM
Since we are aiming for a linguistic model and not source code we use marks for
irregular word forms, where the marks play a similiar role as stereotypes in UML. In
our example we use a mark on the class Aircraft so that the noun Aircraft has the
same form in both singular and plural. Just as for UML the xtUML metamodel can be
extended for different profiles. Our extension results in a natural language profile for
xtUML. The general mapping is otherwise to use the regular form for English nouns,
i.e. a plural s. The mappings are generic and can be used for any marked PIM.
3.1.2 Mappings
We use the following pseudo-algorithm to decide what the linguistic model should
contain and in what order. These mappings are generic and can be used for any
marked PIM. The mappings only consider certain aspects of the class diagrams of
the PIM and if it contains other diagrams or action language this information is just
omitted.
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generate lexicon for class diagram;
for each class in class diagram
if class has attributes
generate sentence for class attributes ;
if class has operations
generate sentence for class operations ;
for each association in class diagram
if association has association name
generate sentences for association ;
if association has association class
generate sentence for association class ;
if association has motivation
generate sentence for motivation ;
The algorithm is implemented by using the xtUML model compiler.
3.2 xtUML to GF
3.2.1 Lexicon generation
Before we generate the different sentences of our text we need a vocabulary. The
content of the vocabulary, or lexicon in linguistic terms, is taken from the names of
the elements of the class diagram and the marking model. The lexicon therefore defines
which concepts that will be included in the final text (flights, names, codes etc.) and
for which reason (as class names, attributes and so on). Here is the automatically
generated abstract syntax of the lexicon, in a dense representation to save space.
cat ClassName, Association, Attribute,
Multiplicity, Operation, Motivation ;
fun Flight, FlightNumber, Aircraft, Airline,
Airport : ClassName ;
R1, R2, R3, R4, R5 : Association ;
Name, Code, RegNr, Address,
AirportCode : Attribute ;
One, ZeroOne, ZeroMore,
OneMore : Multiplicity ;
GetNextFlight, GetAirline : Operation ;
R5Motivation : Motivation ;
3.2.2 Classes
To list the attributes of a class we generate a unique abstract function for each class
with one Attribute argument for each class’s attribute in the PIM. The function
corresponding to the class Airport has the following abstract syntax
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AirportAttributes : ClassName × Attribute ×
Attribute × Attribute → Text ;
At the same time we generate an abstract syntax tree for the function given the class
it paraphrases
AirportAttributes(Airport, Name,
AirportCode, Address)
The same procedure as for attributes is repeated for listing the operations of the
classes.
3.2.3 Associations
We generate one function for all associations
Association : Association × Multiplicity ×
ClassName × Multiplicity × ClassName →
Text ;
This function is a generalisation of the OneToMany found in Figure 3. For the associa-
tion between Flight and Flight Number we get the following tree
Association(R5, One, Flight, OneMore, FlightName)
To generate a text for an association class we use one function that takes three
class names as arguments
AssociationClass : ClassName × ClassName ×
ClassName → Text ;
For each association with an association class we then generate an abstract syntax
tree. For association R5 in our example diagram we get the following tree
AssociationClass(Flight, FlightName, Airline)
Each motivation is introduced into the grammars by a unique function and abstract
tree
R5Text : Motivation → Text ;
R5Text(R5Motivation)
3.2.4 Combining texts
We now have a set of unconnected abstract trees. To combine the trees into one text
we introduce the function
Combine : Text × Text → Text ;
If we append the generated abstract trees above, we get the following abstract tree
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Combine(
AirportAttributes(Airport, Name,
AirportCode, Address),
Combine(
Association(R5, One, Flight,
OneMore, FlightNumber),
Combine(
AssociationClass(Flight, FlightName,
Airline)
R5Text(R5Motivation))))
We have now automatically transformed the class diagram into an abstract and a
concrete syntax as well as an abstract syntax tree. Together these three represent a
linguistic model of the text that we want to generate.
3.3 GF to Text
The generated abstract syntax tree for the document is linearised by the GF lineariser.
The linearisation of the tree completes the transformation of our xtUML class diagram
into natural language text.
4 Results
To show the results from our NLG process we give a small text that is generated from
the examples used in the previous section.
An Airport has a name, an airport code and an address. An Aircraft can get next
Flight and get Airline. A Flight is identified by one or more Flight Numbers. The
relationship between a Flight and a Flight Number is specified by an Airline. A Flight
can have more than one Flight number since code sharing is a multimillion-pound
business, affecting an alliance of airlines.
The generated text can now be used by the stakeholders to validate that the class
diagram has the right structure and that the underlying theory is represented. The
generation of textual descriptions from the class diagram enables close communication
with stakeholders, giving them constant feedback which is a crucial point according to
[9].
The grammars were automatically transformed from the class diagram, all we
needed to do was to mark the PIM and give the mappings between the marked PIM
and the grammar. To generate text from another class diagram we need new marks
for the irregular nouns. We can then reuse the mappings defined in our example to
generate natural language text from any marked PIM.
Since the role of the marks is to enhance the quality of the transformation defined
by the mappings it is not necessary to start with a marked PIM. The results of applying
the mappings to an unmarked PIM is that we get a grammar treating all class names
as regular nouns. This might lead to some odd phrasings, such as many Aircrafts.
The division of labour between marks and mappings means that a developer with a
reasonable knowledge of English can mark the PIM with the necessary irregularities
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while an expert on the target langauge and the used grammar formalism can define
the mappings once and for all.
A further result is that we managed to combine two different systems that are suc-
cessful within their respective domains. Executable and Translatable UML (xtUML)
has previously been proven to allow the PIM and the PSM to be consistent with each
other as well as enabling reuse [1, 30]. GF is currently used in collaboration with
industry for multilingual translation in the MOLTO-project [18] and has previously
been used for multi-modal dialogue systems [4, 34] and in collaboration with the car
industry [12].
5 Discussion
In our Motivation we stressed that even a well-formed model is difficult to understand,
thus the need for textual paraphrasing of its content and motivations. On the other
hand, paraphrasing the model will not make up for a lack of detail in the model, those
details are needed to make the text informative. It is therefore important that the
models use meaningful names for classes, attributes and associations etc. so that it is
possible to generate a precise vocabulary and meaningful descriptions of why classes
are associated with each other.
In UML we can use verbs or verb phrases for the association names and nouns for
the role names [16]. The role names can thus be seen as outsourced attributes. The
problem is how to incorporate the information given by the class name and the role
name together with the association name. For the class diagram in Figure 2, we state
that An Airport has one or more arrivals. But what is an arrival? A clarification can
be done in many ways, one is by adding subordinate clauses that define an arrival,
where an arrival is a Flight. In xtUML the issue is solved differently.
Associations are given default names in xtUML, names that have no semantic
meaning to a human reader. To understand what the association represents one has
to understand the Action language that defines the association. The lack of a verb
phrase for the association opens up a new way of looking at role names; [32] advocate
that the role names should be used as underspecified verb phrases that are missing
their complement. By using this definition of role names on our class diagram we get
a new diagram adopted to xtUML, see Figure 5. The benefit is that we do not need
to mark the associations to give them meaningful names and we can use the roles of
the classes at the same time. From this diagram we could generate the sentence An
Airport has one or more arriving Flights.
6 Related Work
In a systematic literature review from 2009 there is only one work that reports on
generating natural language text from class diagrams. From our own searches we
have not found any MDA approach that cites the review. However there are other
contributions that have used the same techniques as we have, but in other settings.
A systematic literature review on text generation from software engineering models
is reported in [20]. Of the 24 contributions only one concerned the generation of natural
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Figure 5: Our class diagram revisited
language text from UML diagrams, [16]. The motivation for conducting the literature
review was that even if models are precise, expressive and widely understood by the
development team natural language has its benefits. Natural language enables the
participation of all stakeholders in the validation of the requirements and makes it
clear how far the implementation of the requirements have come. [20] state that none
of the contributions address the issue of keeping the generated documents synchronized
with the PIM.
Our examples of generated text are inspired by the work done by [16]. They
generate natural language descriptions of UML class diagrams using WordNet [8] for
obtaining the necessary linguistic knowledge. WordNet is a wide-coverage resource
which makes it useful for general applications but can limit the use for domain-specific
tasks. We use a domain-specific grammar that is tailored for just our needs. What-
ever the domain our approach has lexical coverage while WordNet will lack lexcial
knowledge about more technical areas. When it comes to results there texts are de-
scriptions of the class diagram while ours also include the underlying motivations for
the structure.
In [7] the Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Business Rules (SBVR, [23]) is
used as an intermediate representation for transforming UML and OCL into con-
strained natural language. This means that SBVR maps to a limited set of possible
sentence structures while GF allows a free sentence planning.
[5] have developed a system that transforms class diagrams into natural language
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texts. Their system differs from ours in that it marks all model elements with the
corresponding linguistic realisation. While our system relies on the linguistic model
to perform the linguistic realisation, their system maps the marks straight into pre-
defined sentences with slots for the linguistic realisation of the model elements.
Grammatical Framework has been used before to generate requirements specifica-
tions [6, 10] in the Object Constraint Language (OCL; [21, 35]). GF is used to translate
expressions in OCL to English text with LATEX-formatting. The translation is done by
implementing an abstract grammar for the UML model of OCL, a concrete grammar
for OCL expressions and a concrete grammar for English. The text to text translation
is then done by obtaining an abstract tree through parsing the OCL-expression, then
linearizing the tree in English. Since we do not have a grammar for our graphical mod-
els we instead use the metamodel of xtUML to generate the necessary linearisation
grammars.
7 Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Conclusion
From our generated text it is possible to see if the motivations and intentions of
the CIM are captured by the PIM. The texts also paraphrases the structure of the
class diagram, enabling stakeholders with various backgrounds to participate in the
validation of the PIM. In the process we have transformed the class diagram into an
intermediate linguistic model which ensures that the generated texts are grammatically
correct.
7.2 Future Work
From our case study we have identified two lines of future work that we find interesting.
The first line is to generate other views of the PIM, the second line is to make more
use of the Grammatical Framework.
So far we have looked at the static structure of the class diagram. Another aspect
worth looking in to is the dynamic behaviour of the software. This can be done by
transforming the Action language code into textual comments, adopting the results
from [31] to xtUML and MDA. This will then be combined with natural language
descriptions of the statemachines since they play a key role in the behaviour of objects.
There are several ways to make more use of GF. [6] enrich their generated texts with
LATEX, something that could be used to highlight the motivations or for supplying tags
for colour and fonts to the texts. We also want to make more use of GF’s capacity for
several concrete languages to share the same abstract syntax. Being able to generate
a variety of languages from internal system specifications would mean that the models
can be accessed and evaluated by those stakeholders that are not confident in using
English. One of the new languages could be a formal language for writing requirements
and then GF could be used to both generate natural language descriptions, formal
requirements and translate between the two.
Both lines of work will in the end require a more rigorous evaluation, both to obtain
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the desired format and content of the texts but also to see in which extent they can
replace the original CIM.
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Abstract
Executable and Translatable UML enables Model-Driven Architecture by specifying
Platform-Independent Models that can be automatically transformed into Platform-
Specific Models through model compilation. Previous research shows that the transfor-
mations result in both efficient code and consistency between the models.
However, there are neither results for the effort of introducing the technology in a
new context nor on the level of expertise needed for designing the Platform-Independent
Models. We wanted to know if teams of novice software developers could design Exe-
cutable and Translatable UML models without prior experiences of software modelling.
As part of a new university course we conducted an exploratory case study with
two data collections over two years. Bachelor students were given the task to design a
hotel reservation system and the necessary test cases for verifying the functionality and
structure of the models within 300 hours, using Executable and Translatable UML.
In total, 43 out of 50 teams succeeded in delivering verified and consistent models
within the time frame. During the second data collection the students were given limited
tool training. This gave a raise in the quality of the models.
Due to the executable feature of the models the students were given constant feed-
back on their design until the models behaved as expected, with the required level of
detail and structure. Our results show that using Executable and Translatable UML
does not require more expertise than a bachelor program in computer science. All in
all, Executable and Translatable UML could play an important role in future software
development.
1 Introduction
In Model-Driven Architecture (MDA; [24]), the requirements and responsibilities of
the system are given a structure by the use of software models in a Computationally-
Independent Model, the CIM, often referred to as the domain model [21]. Features
such as specific algorithms and system architecture are defined by the next layer of
models, the Platform-Independent Models, the PIM. The PIM has no ties towards
the hardware nor the programming languages that will in the end realise the system.
Such information is added to the Platform-Specific Model, the PSM. As a result the
software models of the CIM and the PIM can describe many different implementations
of the same system. The models become reusable assets [19] serve both as a description
of the problem domain and a specification for the implementation, bridging the gap
between problem and solution.
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Executable and Translatable UML (xtUML; [32, 18]) is an extension of UML [23]
with models that can be executed and translated into code through model compilers.
In MDA terms, the xtUML model is an executable PIM that can be automatically
transformed into a PSM. The efficient and consistent transformation from a PIM
specified using xtUML to a PSM has been tested and proven in previous work [30, 5].
But it is still an open question how much expertise that is required to use xtUML as
an executable modelling language for PIMs.
1.1 Motivation
For ten years we have given a university course where teams of students go through
the different tasks of an MDA process; from analysis to implementation by designing
the system using UML models. The process is illustrated in Figure1. The numbers for
each activity in the process are specific to the course and state the maximum number
of hours for each student.
The analysis phase was used to capture the business rules of the problem domain
in models that satisfy the requirements of the system. The focus during the analysis
phase was thus on understanding the problem domain by using activity diagrams, use
cases and conceptual class diagrams [23, 14].
The second phase of the process, the design phase, was where more detailed UML
diagrams were used such as interaction, state chart, class and component diagrams.
Even though this phase should be important for the overall process, we found that
it contributed little to the overall system for most teams (in Lean terms the models
represent waste [26]). The diagrams were incomplete, lacking necessary details in
structure and behaviour. The only way of testing the models was through model
inspection, making it a matter of opinion when the models are complete [27]. Another
problem with the models was that they were inconsistent with each other leading
to complications about which model to follow in the transformation to source code.
The impact of the problems vary depending on how important the models are in the
development process and when and how the inconsistencies are shown [13, 15, 11, 33].
The design phase was followed by an implementation phase were the students
manually transformed their models into Java. This meant that it took months before
the students could test their analysis and design. This is a problem shared with
industry [17].
Since the code is manually written with the models as a guide it also means that
there is a difference in the interpretation of the problem between the UML model and
the hand-written code. By default you reanalyze the problem when you start writing
the code, and you often come up with a different solution compared to the modelled
solution. Eventually the model and the hand-written code diverge, so the only way
to really understand what’s going on in the system is to study the hand-written code.
The model may then serve as a quick, introductory overview of the system, but it may
also be incorrect as soon as you stop updating the model for reflecting the changes
made to the hand-written code. This notion of architecture erosion is a well-known
problem and is still being reported on [25, 16, 3].
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Figure 1: The old software development process
1.2 Aim and Research Question
As a result from collaboration between industry and academia we came up with the
idea to use xtUML to model the component- and class diagrams and the statemachines
instead of UML in the design phase. If the change of modelling language is successful
we will get rid of the inconsistency problems. With an executable PIM it should be
possible for the students to test and validate their design decisions without having
to implement them in Java first. And when the models behave as expected and the
design phase is complete, all functionality of the system should be captured in the
models [32, 27]. In the long run this will mean that a lot of the work that was done
in the implementation phase can be replaced by generating the code straight from the
models, leading to shortened implementation times and consistency between models
and code.
Swapping UML for xtUML is not a one-to-one substitution. If it is a matter of
opinion when a UML model is complete, an xtUML model is complete when all test
cases return the expected results [27]. So, xtUML is more than the graphical syntax,
the models have to be given semantics to be executable. In addition, test cases have
to be modelled, executed and evaluated. These additions demand that the xtUML
tool is more than a drawing tool.
Will the immediate and constant feedback that is given from executing the test
cases compensate for the increase in modelling effort? Or will the added effort for
learning xtUML take so much time that there is no left for modelling? This concern
is re-phrased into our research question:
”Can teams of four novice software modellers solve a problem that is complex enough
to require the full potential of xtUML as a modelling language within a total of 300
hours?”
To answer our research question we scrapped our old course in favour of a new one
that follows the process seen in Figure 2. Instead of spending 200 hours implementing
the design to be able to test and verify it, testing will now be a part of the design
phase. Just as for the process in Figure 1 the number of hours in each step states the
maximum for each student. The introduction of the new design phase was done as a
case study with the ambition to explore and explain the transition and its implications.
1.3 Contribution
Earlier contributions has shown how Executable and Translatable UML enables MDA
[18, 27, 19], the reusability of the PIM has been reported on in [2] and the efficiency of
the transformations from PIM to PSM is illustrated by [30]. Our contribution shows
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Figure 2: The proposed software development process
that xtUML as a technology is mature enough to to be used by novices to design
executable PIMs.
1.4 Overview
In the next section we go into more detail of xtUML and how it can be used. In
section III we explain how our subjects made use of xtUML to develop and test a
hotel reservation system. Our findings and their validity are presented in section IV.
In section V we discuss the implications of our results and in section VI we relate our
own case study to previous work. This is followed by a conclusion and some ideas
about further investigations regarding the usage of xtUML.
2 Executable and Translatable UML
The Executable and Translatable Unified Modeling Language (xtUML; [18, 32, 27])
evolved from merging the Shlaer-Mellor method [29] with the Unified Modeling Lan-
guage (UML, [23]).
2.1 The Structure of xtUML
Three kinds of diagrams are used for the graphical modeling together with a textual
action language. The diagrams are component diagrams, class diagrams and state-
machines. There is a clear hierarchical structure between the different diagrams; state-
machines are only found within classes, classes are only found within components. The
different diagrams will be further explained below, together with fragmentary examples
taken from the problem domain given to the students, a hotel reservation system.
2.1.1 Component Diagrams
The xtUML component diagram follows the definition given by UML. An example of
a component diagram can be found in Figure 3. In this diagram the hotel domain
depends on the bank for checking that a transaction has gone through as part of the
process of making reservations. The User component represents a users of the system
and this is where the test cases are placed.
2.1.2 Class Diagrams
In Figure 4 we have an example of an xtUML class diagram. It describes how some
of the classes found in the Hotel component relate to each other. I.e. a Room can be
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Figure 3: An xtUML component diagram
Figure 4: An xtUML class-diagram
related to any number of Reservations (shown by an asterisk, *) but a Reservation has
to be related to at least one Room (visualized by 1..*).
The xtUML classes and associations are more restricted than in UML. We will
only mention those differences that are interesting for our case study. A feature such
as visibility constraints on operations and attributes does not exist. They are there-
fore accessible from anywhere within the same component. In UML the associations
between classes can be given a descriptive association name while in xtUML the as-
sociation names are automatically given names on the form RN where N is a unique
natural number, e.g. Room is associated to Reservation over the association R2.
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2.1.3 State Machines
In the class diagram in Figure 4 the Reservation class has both an instance and a class
state machine which is indicated by the small figure in the top-left corner of the class.
The instance state machine can be found in Figure 5. This state machine covers the
first four states of the Reservation procedure, e.g. from the second state, Get rooms,
it is possible to reach the third state, Lock rooms, by requesting the rooms. If there
are no available rooms you return to the initial state were you can start a new search.
Each instance of Reservation has its own instance statemachine that starts running
when the Reservation is created.
A class-based state-machine is shared among all instances of a class and starts
running as soon as the system starts, like a static process. For shared resources,
such as rooms, a class state-machine can be used to ensure that only one reservation
instance can book a room at any time.
2.1.4 Action Language
An important difference between standard UML and xtUML is that the latter has a
textual programming language that is integrated with the graphical models, sharing
the same meta-model [29, 6].
The number of syntactical constructs is deliberately kept small. The reason is that
each construction in the Action Language shall be easy to translate to any program-
ming language (such as Java, C or Erlang) enabling the PIM to be reused for different
PSMs [2].
There are certain places in the models were Action Language can be inserted,
such as in operations, events and states. Over the years a number of different Action
Language have been implemented [18] and in 2010 OMG released there own standard
[22].
2.2 Interpretation and Code Generation
Since xtUML models have unambiguous semantics all validation can be performed
straight on the xtUML model by an interpreter. During the execution of the test
cases an object model is created. The object model includes all class instances with
their current attribute values and by which associations they are linked to each other.
During execution all changes of the association instances, attribute values and class
instance are shown [14] as well as the change of state for classes with statemachines
in the object model.
The xtUML models can be translated into Platform-Specific Models by model
compilers. Since the Platform-Specific code is generated from the model, it is possible
for the code and the models to always be in synchronization with each other since all
updates and changes to the system are done at the PIM-level, never by touching the
code. The efficiency of the generated code has been reported on by [30]. [5] have used
the model compiler to generate test cases for the PSM.
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Figure 5: A partial xtUML statemachine
3 Case Study Design
To answer our research question:
”Can teams of four novice software modellers solve a problem that is complex enough
to require the full potential of xtUML as a modelling language within a total of 300
hours?”
we have both in 2009 and 2010 let our students use xtUML to design hotel reser-
vation systems. The resulting models have been inspected and compared against our
evaluation criteria.
3.1 Subject and Case Selection
3.1.1 The Subjects
Our subjects were students in the final year of their bachelor programs in computer
science and software engineering. Their prior knowledge of modelling is limited to class
diagrams but they are used to programming in an object-oriented paradigm using Java.
In our curriculum the students do two courses in parallel with a working week of 50
hours, so we expect the subjects to work 25 hours a week on our course. A team of
four subjects is expected to do a total of 100 hours per week.
3.1.2 The Case
We chose a domain that the subjects could relate to and have some prior knowledge
about. The idea is that the subjects shall focus on modelling, not learning a new sub-
ject matter. The domain should also have distinct concepts so that an object-oriented
solution made sense and have problems where it is natural to use state machines. We
also wanted the domain to include problems with algorithmic complexity. Our last
requirement was that the domain should represent an open-ended problem so that
there is not one right solution. A system for handling hotel reservations seemed to fit
all our requirements.
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In the hotel domain reservations, customers and rooms are all examples of distinct
concepts. The booking process itself has a chain of states that it is natural to control
with a statechart, while finding all the possible matches to a set of search criterias for
a reservation is an algorithmic problem. These two together, controlling the order of
events and searching for rooms, meant that the domain poses the problem of access
and allocation of shared and limited resources.
The new design phase was given three weeks, just as the previous design phase.
The work was done in teams of four subjects, with a total workload of 75 hours per
subject.
The subjects used BridgePoint [4] from Mentor Graphics [20] to design the xtUML
models. There were three 90-minute lectures related to xtUML and BridgePoint. Two
of these lectures were given by industry representatives, one from the tool vendor
Mentor Graphics and one from Ericsson AB as users of BridgePoint. The subjects
were encouraged to study xtUML on their own and we recommended them to read
[18] and [31]. Each team had half an hour a week with a researcher to discuss design
issues. Besides lecturing and supervising on design issues the researchers played the
role of project owners.
In 2010 we added limited tool support for the subjects. A subject from 2009 used
a total of 22 hours spread over the three weeks to help the subjects of 2010 with
BridgePoint. This meant that each team had access to less than an hour of tool
training for the entire design phase.
3.2 Data Collection Procedures
We have done two data collections, in 2009 and 2010 respectively. In 2009 there were
88 subjects split into 22 teams. In 2010 we had 108 subjects divided into 28 teams, with
four (sometimes three) members per team. We used three forms of data collection;
model evaluations, informal discussions and a questionnaire. Model evaluations and
informal discussions were used both times but the questionnaire was only used in 2010.
3.2.1 Evaluating the xtUML Models
The evaluation of the xtUML models was done immediately after the design phase and
took a whole week to complete. Each team was given 20 minutes to demonstrate their
system and to run their tests. Thereafter there was 20 minutes to discuss issues related
to their models. Every model was evaluated by two researchers against the evaluation
criteria that are specified below. The subjects of each team were present throughout
the evaluation, permitting a discussion on the how the criteria on functionality and
structure had been interpreted and implemented in the model. A short description of
each model with our comments was taken down in a spread sheet.
3.2.2 Informal Discussions
We thought it vital to have an informal opportunity for the subjects to discuss their
experiences throughout the design phase. This was an important opportunity for us to
get more in-depth information into the problems and discoveries that the subjects had
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encountered when using BridgePoint to model xtUML. Since we did not know what
to expect for outcome in 2009 we wanted the subjects to have the opportunity to drop
us an e-mail, come by our offices or use the lectures for addressing those issues they
found urgent. This proved to be a valuable source for data collection, so valuable that
we kept it in 2010. The drawback is that it is not a procedure that is always possible
to document or systemize.
3.2.3 Questionnaire
One of the most important things that became evident from the informal discussions
in 2009 was that the subjects found the learning threshold stressing under the time
constraint. Besides introducing tool support in 2010 to ease the subjects’ stress we
conducted a questionnaire. The aim of the questionnaire was to get a better view of
how much time the subjects spent on getting confident in using BridgePoint.
3.3 Evaluation Criteria
Before the subjects started to develop their models we gave them evaluation criteria.
The reason was to have a clear idea for both the researchers and subjects of what we
expected from the teams.
Based on the use cases from the analysis phase the subjects should come up with
executable tests. By running the tests it should be possible to validate that the system
is behaving as specified by the CIM. This meant that the object model had to show
all relevant changes for objects, associations, attributes [14] and states after a test had
been run. At least one test case should be in conflict with the business rules of the
system.
However, this does not guarantee that the models are well-structured nor readable
[31, 12, 27]. Therefore the criteria enforced an object-oriented design.
For the class diagram we did not accept models with a central object representing
the system [31]. Due to the lack of visibility constraints in xtUML we stated that the
only way to obtain or change the value of an attribute should be through operations.
It should only be possible for a class instance to call another class instance if they are
linked by associations. This is so that the dependencies between the class instances
are explicit in the class diagram. We wanted all the meaningful associations and
concepts in the class diagram. We requested names on classes, attributes, operations
and variables that were relevant for the domain.
For the state-machines it was necessary to include all the states and transitions
relevant for capturing the lifecycle of the class where it resides. The name of events
and states should be meaningful. To ensure that the subjects made use of the power
of state machines we required that they should be used for modelling the reservation
process.
4 Results
Over the two years that we have used the new design phase we have evaluated 50
xtUML models. Of these 43 have fulfilled the success criteria. The subjects had to
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overcome a learning threshold before they got confident in using BridgePoint to develop
their xtUML models. All in all, we can answer our research question by stating that
the teams did manage to use the full power of xtUML within 300 hours.
4.1 Results from Evaluating the Models
In 2009 all 22 teams came up with an executable model, capturing at least the mini-
mum functionality. 18 of the 22 teams, equivalent to 83% managed to come up with a
model within the time frame that met our criteria for a successful model. The models
that did not meet the criteria had either a monolithic class that represented the whole
system and/or not used the associations to access class instances. Most teams did not
use components, but that was not a strict criteria either. This was a shortcoming of
the criteria as we had wanted to see the subjects use components, since it would have
added a whole new level of abstraction to their models. On the other hand, we were
encouraged by the fact that all teams had delivered testable models that fulfilled the
criteria for functionality.
Three teams came up with models that went beyond our expectations. They had
used components and modelled more functionality than we thought possible. One of
the three teams had even made extensive use of design patterns [9].
In 2010 there were 28 teams. 25 of these managed to deliver executable models
within the time frame. This is an increase from 82% to 89%, compared to 2009. One of
the teams that failed to specify an executable model did so due to unresolvable personal
issues within the team. The other two teams misjudged how long time it would take
to come up with a model and were not finished in time due to their late start. In 2009
all teams succeeded to come up with executable models compared to 89% in 2010.
But this time all teams had components and interfaces with the consequence of using
the full power of xtUML. This was not an intended outcome of the added tool training
but highly appreciated even so!
4.2 Outcomes From the Informal Discussions
The subjects are used to programming in Java. In 2009 it took the subjects some
time before they started to reason about objects and programming in an xtUML-way.
When they encountered a problem many of them expected a solution using detailed
Java-specific datastrucutres or libraries. In contrast BridgePoint is mostly used for
embedded systems were the companies have their own private libraries.
Particularly state-machines were difficult to use since they had no counterpart in
Java. It is not possible for us to say if this is due to that Java is the only language
they are used to or if it is due to the more abstract level of reasoning in xtUML.
BridgePoint is a powerful tool; enabling modelling, execution of models and trans-
lation to source code. All the functionality makes it a complex tool. BridgePoint is
also to a large extent menu-driven — many of the design choices are implemented by
choosing from drop-down menus and tool panels. The challenge is to get used to all
the different combinations of choices that are needed for elaborating the design. The
version we used is a plug-in for Eclipse which in itself has a number of features to get
used to.
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Figure 6: Number of hours that the subjects needed to become confident in using
BridgePoint
In reaction to the problems concerned with BridgePoint as a tool we decided to
use one of the subjects from 2009 for tool training in 2010. The intention was that
this would mean less time spent on understanding the tool and more time to spend on
developing the models.
In 2010 the subjects requested a version control system so that they could more
easily split the design work between themselves. This was never an issue in 2009 and
a sign of more confident subjects. If this is a consequence of the tool training or not
is to early to answer.
4.3 Experienced Learning Threshold
In 2010 we used a questionnaire to get a better idea of how the subjects experienced
BridgePoint. The question we asked was ”How many hours did you spend learning
BridgePoint before you got confident in using the tool?”
In total 90 of 108 subjects answered the question. Besides the answers given in
Figure 6 six subjects answered that they never became confident and one subject had
no comment. The number of hours it took to become confident are given on the x-axis,
the number of subjects for a given number of hours is displayed along the y-axis. This
means that 27 subjects answered that it took 30 hours to become confident in using
BridgePoint.
In Figure 7 the x-axis carries the same information as in Figure 6 while the y-axis
now displays the total number of confident subjects for a given time, e.g. after 30
hours a total of 57 subjects felt confident in using BridgePoint. After 40 hours this
figure had risen to 75 subjects.
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Figure 7: Total number of subjects that are confident in using BridgePoint depending
on time
4.4 Relevance to Industry
We wanted to solve our consistency problems by using xtUML instead of UML. In our
view this was successful. But we believe that xtUML can have a larger impact than just
solving the problems we had with our old development process 1. From the outcomes of
the the evaluation of the models, the subjects’ own figures for the confidence threshold
for using xtUML and the informal discussions we propose a hypothesis.
We state that xtUML, both as a modelling language and tool, is easy to learn
and use without any prior experience of software modelling. It is enough to have the
programming experience equivalent to a bachelor student in computer science. Our
subjects managed to learn and understand the full expressivity of xtUML within 75
hours, and that includes using asynchronous events in statemachines and sending and
receiving signals between components as well as designing the models to an appropriate
level of detail. If it is possible for us to manage with the transition from UML to xtUML
it should be possible to do so in industry as well.
4.5 Evaluation of Validity
We have analysed our results using the classification of validity as defined by [34, 35]
and [28].
4.5.1 Construct Validity
Our solution to the problems we had earlier is set in the same context as the problem
was. Our subjects have the same background and experience as previous students,
just as before the subjects have the necessary domain knowledge from the analysis
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phase, they work under the same time constraints and come up with the same kind of
models. The only thing that has changed is the modelling language, which is what we
want to evaluate.
The subjects were present during the model evaluation. This was done in order to
reduce our bias in interpreting their work and how it related to our validity criteria.
In order to assess the quality of the software models we have specified evaluation
criteria. In 2009 only three of 22 teams defined two or more components and the
interfaces between them. Since the 28 teams in 2010 also had models with several
components with defined interfaces we can see that the subjects managed to use the
full power of xtUML.
The figures for the number of hours to overcome the learning threshold of Bridge-
Point were estimations done by the subjects themselves. There might be variations
among the subjects of the definition of when the threshold is passed. Our experiences
from Ericsson and our own observations correlate with the estimations of the subjects.
However, there is a possibility that some subjects have exaggerated or under-estimated
their figures due to social factors (reactions towards the tool, researchers or team mem-
bers). The exact nature of the learning threshold for xtUML will be dependent on the
background of the subjects and which tool that is used.
4.5.2 Internal Validity
The evaluated models are developed on the basis of the CIM from the analysis phase,
so that everything the subjects need to know about hotel reservation systems should
be found in their CIM. This means that they should not need to spend time during
the design phase on anything else than learning and using xtUML.
Even if the evaluation criteria have influenced the nature of the results, by defining
what we expected from the subjects’ models, the process of getting there was by using
xtUML.
In the first run of the experiment we did not know what to expect for results. In
the second run we had expectations based on the results from the first run. Therefore
we were careful to make sure that we as researchers had the same roles towards the
subjects in both runs, which led us to let a subject from 2009 take care of the tool
training in 2010. We still cannot neglect that our changed expectations might have
influenced the outcome in 2010, even if we did not get the results we were expecting.
On the other hand this is always the case in situations where you want to replicate
research that involves human beings. This is also a threat to the reliability of our
results.
It is possible that the subjects have been sharing insights and experiences through-
out the case study. We knew this could be the case from the start and that was one
reason why we wanted an open-ended problem. During the evaluations we have seen
50 unique models which implies that all teams have had their own process to come up
with the models.
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4.5.3 External Validity
Today’s students are tomorrow’s employees. If our subjects can master xtUML it
should also be possible for software developers in industry to do so. This is also
claimed by [10] who state that students can be used in research as long as it is the
evaluation of the use of a technique by novice users that is intended. We can expect
software developers in industry to have at least the same competence as our subjects.
The size of the problem given to the subjects is smaller than most indutrial sized
tasks. Our domain has a certain level of complexity and was chosen from our collab-
oration between industry and academia. By handling the access and allocation of the
shared resources within the hotel domain, we made sure that the subjects had to solve
a non-trivial task.
4.5.4 Reliability
Since the evaluation of the models is subjective there was at least two researchers
present at every evaluation in order to reduce the risk of bias and inconsistencies
between evaluators. We also used the criteria for a successful model to ensure that the
evaluation is less subjective, making the results less dependant on a specific researcher.
BridgePoint was chosen by the authors based on the fact that a team within Eric-
sson think that this is one of the best MDA solutions today. After we had made our
decision on which tool we would prefer to use we contacted Mentor Graphics in order
to start a collaboration with them. Mentor Graphics never influenced us on which
tool to use. Using another xtUML tool might give other results, especially regarding
the threshold, both in figures and what is seen as problematic.
5 Discussion
In our previous MDA process, given in Figure 1, our students manually transformed the
PIM into a PSM. From our previous experiences of using xtUML as a code generator
[30, 5] we know that this manual transformation can be automated. However, to
raise the quality of the generated code the PIM needs to be manually enhanced by a
marking model [21, 19, 30]. The generated code will then be sufficient for an embedded
system. For systems that interact with human users it will also be necessary to develop
the needed user interfaces. All in all the introduction of xtUML should enable a less
time-consuming implementation phase compared to our old MDA process.
6 Related Work
There is a previous experience from using xtUML in the context of computing edu-
cation reported in [8, 7]. One of their motivations for using xtUML in a modelling
course is that they found UML to large, ambiguous and complex. In contrast, xtUML
models are unambiguous and easier to understand than UML models. The possibility
of verifying the models to see if they meet the requirements is important in order to
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give the students feedback on their modelling. The authors have used xtUML both
for specifying a web application and for 3D drawing software.
By using xtUML in a similar context as ours their work strengthens our claim
that xtUML can be used by novice software modellers. However, there work does not
report any results from letting undergraduate students use xtUML; there are no clear
criteria for what was seen as a successful project and subsequently no reports on how
many students that managed to complete the task. It is also unclear how much time
the students spend on their models. Another important difference is that we find UML
useful for defining the CIM.
Both [18] and [27] describe xtUML in the context of MDA. Starting of from use
cases they develop PIMs by using xtUML. While the main focus is on developing an
executable PIM both books takes the reader from CIM to PSM. The main differences
lie in the choice of tool and in how they choose to describe and explain xtUML.
We have made extensive use of both books as a source of inspiration for how to work
with xtUML and as recommended literature for the subjects for obtaining executable
PIMs in an MDA context. These are the most cited books on how to use xtUML and
they are detailed in how this is accomplished. However, they do not mention the effort
for learning xtUML nor the level of expertise needed to use xtUML as a modelling
language for PIMs.
7 Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Summary
Even if the subjects spend the first week of the design phase in order to learn Bridge-
Point the fact that the models have a testable behaviour more than compensates for
the increase in effort. Our subjects used the test cases to refine their models until they
met the criteria. As a consequence their PIMs had the necessary detail and struc-
ture as defined by the CIM. This was possible since xtUML gave them constant and
immediate feedback on all their design decisions.
In contrast, UML models are not executable. More or less the only way of checking
the quality of a UML model is by performing a model review. This is a powerful method
for improving on UML models but it is also time consuming. And it can be hard to
catch the mistakes in complex systems. It becomes a matter of opinion when a model
can be considered complete. In contrast an xtUML model is complete when it only
delivers expected output for all test cases.
Previous work has shown that xtUML enables MDA by the reusability of the
PIMs, the efficient transformation from PIM to PSM and by solving the problems of
inconsistencies within the PIM. Our work shows with what little effort and expertise
it is possible to develop PIMs, using the full expressivity of xtUML. This implies that
Executable and Translatable UML is a technology that is ready to be used within
industry.
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7.2 Future Work
We are looking at the possibilities to expand the new course so that it covers the entire
MDA-process, from CIM to PSM. Issues we want to investigate is how difficult it is to
mark the PIMs for an efficient transformation to PSMs, the effort for deploying the
generated code on a platform with the required user interfaces and how much time we
can save compared to the old development process, illustrated in Figure 1.
In addition, we want to investigate the reasons behind the socio-technical gap [1] to
understand why xtUML is not used more within industry and software development.
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